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Abst ract - -The  problem of determination f a source from the system of equations of the continual 
filtration theory using the Cauchy data at the initial moment of time and in a paxt of the lateral surface 
of a cylindrical domain is considered. Uniqueness ofthe solution to the problem being considered is
shown. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Estimates of stability play an important role in the theory of inverse problems of mathematical 
physics, which are ill-posed in the classical sense (see [1,2]). 
The Carleman estimates for hyperbolic second-order equations were obtained in [3,4]. The 
Carleman estimates for Ob [:]e, b ~ c, E]b u = butt - A u were obtained, and the stability of the 
solution to the nonhyperbolic Cauchy problem was derived from them in [5,6]. Uniqueness of 
some inverse problems is proved by the method of [7]. 
The problem of determination f a source from the system of equations of the continual filtration 
theory using the Cauchy data at the initial moment of time and in a part of the lateral surface of 
a cylindrical domain is considered in the present paper. The results of [5,6,8] are used to prove 
the estimate of conditional stability. The "local" problem is of special interest for geophysics. It 
is known (see [9]) that three propagation velocities of elastic waves exist in the porous medium: 
the transverse wave with the velocity ct and longitudinal waves with the velocities cl,, (m = 1, 2). 
The reciprocals nt = 1/ct and hi,, = 1/cl,~ (m = 1, 2) are called, correspondingly, the refraction 
coefficients of transverse and longitudinal waves. The expression for the velocities ct, ct,~ (m = 
1, 2) in terms of the elastic parameters A, #, o~ = a3 Po + K /P  2, (K = A + 2#/3) of the partial 
densities of an elastic porous body P0,8 and a liquid P0,1 are given in the expression (see [9]) for the 
velocities ct = ~ ,  cl,,, = B.=t=X/~. -b .  (m = 1,2) B,  = (~3p2) /2+g/ (2po)  ( (A+2#) / (A+ 
(2/3)#) (Po/Po,,) - 1), b. = poj/Po,s (A + 2#)/po[g/po (1 - K/ (A  + 2#)) + p2c~3] , P0 = po,l + Po,s. 
We use the following notation: u(~) = (Ul(~), u2(~), u3(~)), and v(~) = (Vl(~), v2(~), v3(~)) 
are the velocities of the elastic porous body and of the liquid, correspondingly, ~ = (x, t) E R 4, 
x . . . . .  (Xl, x2, x3), t x4, (u, v) ~/,lV 1 --{- ?.t2v 2 + u3v3, lul (u, v) i/2, D a D ia' D2a2 Daa3 D4a4, 
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• 0 4 where Dj -z~-~,  ~ = (a~, a4), Is[ = aj,  the norm = " " ,  ~j=x I1" Ilk(Q) is in the Sobolev 
space Wk(Q) ,  Ck(Q) is the space of the functions, which are k times continuously differentiable, 
x--~3 / O ~2 0 0 O A = 2-~j=l~b~-Tj J , V = (b~7, ~,  b-~s), Qe is the set QN{¢ > e}, ¢ = -z  2 - x 2 - 2x3 2 + 
4ax3 - Ot 2 + r 2, a = r2/(4d)  - d/2, Q = G × ( -T ,  T),  E = F x ( -T ,  T),  F = eOGN{x 3 = 0}, 
G = {x : -d  < x3 < O, ~ < r}, ~ = ( r /T )  2, e, d, T are some positive numbers. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
Let us assume that the domain D = (G × (0, T)} ~(¢  > 0} is filled with an isotropically porous 
medium, and the parameters of the medium A(x), #ix), ~(x), po,s(x), poj(x) are elements of the 
space C2(~)/7 W4(ft), f~ = {G × {t = 0}} N{¢ > 0}, which will be considered hereinafter 
satisfied. 
Wave propagation i  this medium is described by the following initial boundary value (direct) 
problem: 
Utt  - -  L I (U ,V)  = F t ,  vt t  - L2(u ,v )  = F t ,  in D, (1) 
u = v = ut = vt -- 0, on {G x {0}}N{ ¢ > 0}, (2) 
h,3+PS i3=O,  P° ' tP=O,  on {G x (0, T )}N{¢ > 0}, i = 1,2,3, (3) 
po 
u, v, u~, v~ ~ W~(D), 
where 5 O- is the Kronecker symbol, and the operators Lk(u, v), k = 1, 2 are determined in [10], 
Ohk3 
Pt = (K  - PoPo,s a) div u - PoPoJ a div v, 
Ot 
0t P0 Po 
=--~(Uk~+U3~k),  
Let us consider the following inverse problem: it is necessary to determine three functions 
(u, v, g), Ft = ~-g, gt = 0 from (1)-(3) by the additional condition 
u = u °, on {F × (0, T)} ~'~{¢ > 0}, (4) 
at the given 9r(&), A(x), #(x), a(x), po,s(x), poj(x). 
Multiplying both parts of the second equation of system (1) by ~" on the left, differentiating the 
first equation of system (1) with respect o t, we eliminate the unknown function g(x), apply an 
even continuation (u(t, x) = u( - t ,  x), v(t, x) = v ( - t ,  x)) of the functions u, v over t in I-T, 0], 
and obtain, for the functions fi -- ut, ~ = v - u, the following problem: 
f l t t  - -  L 1 ( f l ,  ~'t)  = .T ' - I  JT't (~¢tt -{- l i t  --  L2 (u, "~)), in Q0, (5) 
3 
V tt  ---- a4  V d iv  'v - et 2 A u - v tt  -[- a3  V d iv  u - d l  d iv  u - c~ 
j--1 (6) 
- d2(x) div ,~ + & V [(Vpo, u) - (Vpo,t, ~)] - d5 [(Vp0, u) - (Vpoj, ¢e)], 
= ~ = 0, on {C × {0}} N{¢ > 0}, (~) 
f i=G O , f i x~=G 1, onEo .  (8) 
Here, G O = u °, G 1 = (G~,G~,G1),G~ = -u3t:c ~°  ,k  = 1,2, G~ = [A -  (Po . , /po+I )  K+ 
popo,s~ + (p~)a - g ) (g /~ - popo,s)/p~]/[A + 2tz - (po,s/po + 1) g + PoPo,8~ + (p2c~ - g ) (g /c~ - 
PoPo,s)lP~] (u°t=, + u°tx=). 
(ln ~)x~ (Vu~ + uxi) 
in Qo, 
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Let us calculate the derivative fixsxs from equation (6) at x3 = 0: fazsxs -- G 2 on ~0. Differenti- 
~ ~ _ G 3 ating equation (7) with respect o x3, we calculate the derivative uxsx~xs at x3 = 0:ux~z3z3 - 
on ~0- The functions G k, k = 2, 3 contain, in addition to the known function u °, the derivatives 
of the unknown function ~ at xa = 0: Da~t on ~0, [c~[ _< 3. 
Solving the Cauchy problem (6),(7) and ut = fi, u It=o = 0, we obtain 
/o /0 u = fidr, ~' = (t - r ) fd r  -- j2f. (9) 
Here, f denotes, for convenience, the right-hand side of equality (6), J'~ is the integration operator 
of the order a (see [Sl). 
Applying the operator [3n~ 1 to both parts of equality (5), we obtain a nonhyperbolie Cauchy 
problem for fi: 
U]n~ I-In~fi + A~ fi + A~ u = B~ ~'t + B~ v, inQo, (10) 
=G j, onE0, j=0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,  u=J f l .  (11) 
Here A~, A~, B~, Bg are 3 x 3 matrix linear differential operators of the k th order. 
We introduce the following conditions (see [6]): 
O < n 2, O< Ox3' in~,  j=t , l~,12.  (12) 
THEOREM. We assume that n~., j = t, l~, 12 satisfies condition (12), the coefficients of the matri- 
ces J:, Jzt belong to C2(Q0), and det~" ~ 0 in Qo [~(t = 0}. 
I f  a and T axe such that 
4d2+2vf2n j rd<r  2, j=t ,  ll,12, 
I On~ _ 
3n 2 4- -~ (xl 2 2 , in f , ,  j = t, ll,12, nix 1 -b x2 nix2) < a Ox3 
n j  _ . + n~ ] < T, in fL j = t, ll,12, 
then the solution 5, ¢¢ to probleras (6), (7), (I0), (11) satisfies the following estimate: 
-2  0 2k 
I1~11~1) (Q~) + Ilullc~)(Q~) _< c I1 /= (to) 
~ 2 × ,,v.,,.)(qo)+ 
where C does not depend on fi and ~, k e (0, I). 
COROLLARY. Let J:, ~t, n 2, J = t, Ii, 12 satisfy the conditions of the theorem. 
Then the solution (u, v, g) to the inverse problems (I)-(4) is unique. 
(13) 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Applying the estimate of Theorem 2.1 from [6] to problems (10),(11), and using the trace 
theorem [11], we obtain, after simple transformations, 
( ~ 2 
~ [[D~[[2~¢ (Qe/2) _ < C(~) f ~ (I]o) + ~ D ~ T~ (Qo) 
[a]<3 ~k I f~[-<4 
) + ~ D "~t -¢ (Q°)+ ~ [[D~fi[[~ (Qo) , (14) 
l~i<4 lal~_3 
i : (~o) = IIc,.°ll~/,~ (~o) + IIc,-" I1~/~ (:Co) + IIG'II~,,~ (:Co) + IIc~lt ~',,,~ (:Co), 
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HuH~(Q°)=/Qo 'Hi2 exp(2¢) dx' ¢ = exp (~)  . (14)(cont.) 
Here, we use the well-known method to estimate JDSfi (see [6,8]). 
In what follows, C(e) denotes a positive constant. To avoid numbering, each constant C(e) is 
considered to be larger than the previous one. 
Applying the operator D ~, (IvI -< 1) to both parts of the second equality (9), using the esti- 
mate (3.5) from [6], integrating the expression obtained with respect o ~ E Qe/2, we obtain 
IlD'r~ll~.¢ (Qe/2)< C(e)Z  ( D ~" ., / ,(Qo)+ D 85 :¢ (Qo) ) .  
I~1_<1 181_<3 
(15) 
Then, choosing A > 2C(E), we obtain from the estimates (14),(15), 
I?1_<1 lal_<3 
8 ~¢2 (Qo)) E HD'~5]I2¢ (Oo \ Q,/2)] + $ 
181- <4 \ T,,,, lal_<3 
(16) 
Taking into account hat ¢ > exp(Ae/2) in Qe, ¢ _< ~ = Sup ¢ in Q0, 1 < ¢ < exp(Ae/4) 
in Qo \ Q~/2, replacing the function ¢ in the left-hand side of (16) by its minimum value, and 
replacing the function in the right-hand side by the maximum value in the integration domains, 
we obtain, after division of both parts of the inequality (16) by exp(2T exp(Ae/2)), 
~ 2 0 2 It ,ll l) + liull(a) (O l <_ [M2 + [lut[17/2 ( ol ] . 
Here, M 2 = H~'II~4)(Qo) + Ilvtll~4)(Qo) + Ilflll~4)(Qo) and a = exp(Ae/4). 
We assume that T = (2(I)- 2a) -1 ln(M2/llu°]12/2(Zo))+ C(e), then the first term of the 
right-hand side of (17) is not larger than the second term, and the left-hand side is not larger 
than 
0 2k Ilu, llT/  (to) M 2('-k), 
where k = a(a - 1)/((I) - a). 
The estimate (13) follows from the estimate and from the definition of M. The theorem is 
proved. 
The proof of the corollary is carried out in the usual way. 
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